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AbstratWe study the sample omplexity of proper and improper learning problems withrespet to di�erent q-loss funtions. We improve the known estimates for lasseswhih have relatively small overing numbers in empirial L2 spaes (e.g. log-overingnumbers whih are polynomial with exponent p < 2). We present several examplesof relevant lasses whih have a \small" fat-shattering dimension, hene �t our setup,the most important of whih are kernel mahines.
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1 IntrodutionIn this artile we present sample omplexity estimates for proper and improper learningproblems with respet to di�erent loss funtions under the assumption that the lassesare not \too large". Unlike previous results, where omplexity estimates were based onthe overing numbers at a sale whih is roughly the desired auray, we use global dataregarding the \size" of the lass to obtain omplexity estimates at every sale. One exam-ple we fous on is when the log-overing numbers of the lass in question are polynomialin "�1 with exponent p < 2.The question we explore is the following: let G be a lass of funtions de�ned on aprobability spae (
; �) suh that eah g 2 G maps 
 into [0; 1℄, and set T to be anunknown funtion (not neessarily a member of G). Let (Xi) be independent randomvariables distributed aording to �. Reall that a learning rule L is a map whih assignsto eah sample Sn = (X1; :::;Xn) a funtion LSn 2 G. The learning sample omplexityassoiated with a q-loss funtion, auray " and on�dene Æ is the �rst integer n0 suhthat the following holds: there exists a learning rule L suh that for every n � n0 andevery probability measure �,�nE� jLSn � T jq � infg2G E� jg � T jq + "o � Æ;where E� is the expetation with respet to �.We were motivated by two methods previously used in the investigation of sampleomplexity [2℄. The �rst is the standard approah whih uses the Glivenko-Cantelli (GC)ondition to estimate the sample omplexity. By this we mean the following: let G bea lass of funtions de�ned on 
, let T be the target onept (whih, for the sake ofsimpliity, is assumed to be deterministi), set 1 � q <1 and let F = fjg � T jq jg 2 Gg.The Glivenko-Cantelli sample omplexity of the lass F with respet to auray " andon�dene Æ is the smallest integer n0 suh that for every n � n0,sup� �nsupg2G jE� jg � T jq � E�n jg � T jqj � "o� Æ;where �n is the empirial measure supported on (X1; :::;Xn).Hene, if g is an \almost" minimizer of the empirial loss and if the sample is \largeenough" then g is an \almost" minimizer with respet to average loss. One an showthat the learning sample omplexity is bounded by the supremum of the GC sampleomplexities, where the supremum is taken over all possible targets T , bounded by 1.This is true even in the agnosti ase, in whih T may be random (for further details, see[2℄).Lately, it was shown [14℄ that if the log-overing numbers (resp. the fat shattering di-mension) of G are of the order of "�p then the GC sample omplexity of F is ��"�maxf2;pg�2



up to logarithmi fators in "�1, Æ�1. This implies that if p � 2 the learning sampleomplexity has the same rate as the GC sample omplexity, sine the learning sampleomplexity is 
�fat4"(G)�, at least with respet to the quadrati loss [2℄.It is important to emphasize that the learning sample omplexity may be establishedby other means rather than via the GC ondition. Hene, it omes with no surprise thatthere are ertain ases in whih it is possible to improve this bound on the learning sampleomplexities. In [11, 12℄ the following ase was examined; let F be the loss lass given byfjg � T j2 � jT � PGT j2 jg 2 Gg, where PGT is a nearest point to T in G with respet tothe L2(�) norm. Assume that there is an absolute onstant C suh that for every f 2 F ,E�f2 � CE�f , i.e., that it is possible to ontrol the variane of eah loss funtion using itsexpetation. In this ase, the learning sample omplexity with auray " and on�deneÆ is O�1"�fat"(G) log2 fat"(G)" + log 1Æ��:Therefore, if fat"(G) = O("�p), the learning sample omplexity is bounded by (up tologarithmi fators) O("1+p). If p < 1, this estimate is better than the one obtained usingthe GC sample omplexities.As it turns out, the assumption is not so far fethed; it is possible to show [11, 12℄ thatthere are two generi ases in whih E�f2 � CE�f . The �rst ase is when T 2 G, beauseit implies that eah f 2 F is nonnegative. The other ase is when G is onvex and q = 2,i.e., every loss funtion is given by jg � T j2� jT � PGT j2, where PGT is the nearest pointto T in G with respet to the L2(�) norm. Thus, one immediate question whih omes upis whether the same kind of a result holds in other Lq spaes.Here, we ombine the ideas used in [12℄ and in [14℄ to improve the learning omplexityestimates. We show that if G maps 
 into [0; 1℄ suh thatsupn sup�n logN�";G;L2(�n)� = O("�p)for p < 2, and if either T 2 G or if q � 2 and G � Lq(�) is ompat and onvex, thenthe learning sample omplexity with respet to the q-loss is O("1+p=2) up to logarithmifators in "�1; Æ�1. Reently it was shown in [14℄ that there an absolute onstant C suhthat supn sup�n logN�";G;L2(�n)� � Cfat "8 (G) log2 �2fat "8 (G)" �; (1.1)therefore, the estimates we obtain improve the O�"�(1+p)� established in [12℄.Although we assume that the target onept is a deterministi funtion, all the resultspresented here in the improper setup are true even in the agnosti ase, where the targetonept T may be random. This is due to the fat that learning in the agnosti senseis equivalent to the ability of �nding an \almost best approximation" of the onditionalexpetation of T (see [2℄). 3



The idea behind our analysis is that the sample omplexity of an arbitrary lass Fis bounded by the GC sample omplexity of two lasses assoiated with F , where thedeviation in the GC ondition is roughly the same as the largest variane of a lass member.Formally, if G is a lass of funtions, T is the target onept and 1 � q <1, then forevery g 2 G let `q(g) be its q-loss funtion. Thus,`q(g) = jg � T jq � jg � PGT jq ;where PGT is a nearest element to T in G with respet to the Lq norm. We denote by Fthe set of loss funtions `q(g).Let G be a GC lass. For every 0 < "; Æ < 1, denote by SG("; Æ) the GC sampleomplexity of the lass G assoiated with auray " and on�dene Æ. Let CqG;T ("; Æ) bethe learning sample omplexity of the lass G with respet to the target T and the q-loss,for auray " and on�dene Æ.The following lemma is at the heart of our disussion. Its proof will be presented insetion 4.Lemma 1.1 Let G be a lass of funtions whih map 
 into [0; 1℄, set q � 2 and let F bethe q-loss lass assoiated with G and the target onept T , whih also maps 
 into [0; 1℄.Assume that there is some onstant B suh that for any f 2 F , E�f2 � B(E�f)2=q. Let" > 0, � = 2� 2=q, set H = ( "�fE�f �����f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "); (1.2)and put F" = nf 2 F j E�f2 < "o; and H" = nh 2 Hj E�h2 < B"�o:Then, for every 0 < "; Æ < 1,CqG;T ("; Æ) � maxnSF"�"2 ; Æ2�; SH"�"�2 ; Æ2�o:Thus, the learning sample omplexity of G at sale " may be determined by the GC sampleomplexity of the lasses F" and H", at a sale whih is proportional to the largest varianeof a member of F" (resp. H"). This holds provided that the loss lass F ontains funtionsfor whih E�f2 may be bounded by B(E�f)2=q for some onstant B.This key lemma ditates the struture of this artile. In the seond setion we in-vestigate the GC ondition for lasses F whih have \small" log-overing numbers, andwe fous on the ase where the deviation in the GC ondition is of the same order ofmagnitude as supf2F E�f2. The proof is based on estimates on the Rademaher averages(de�ned below) assoiated with the lass. Next, we explore suÆient onditions whih4



imply that if F is the q-loss funtion assoiated with a onvex lass G, then E�f2 maybe ontrolled by the E�f . We use a geometri approah to prove that if q � 2 thereindeed is some onstant B, suh that for every q-loss funtion f , E�f2 � B(E�f)2=q. Weshow that those estimates are the key behind the proof of the learning sample omplexity,whih is investigated in the fourth setion. The �nal setions are devoted to examples ofinteresting lasses for whih our results apply. Among the examples we present are esti-mates on the (improper) learning sample omplexity of onvex hulls of VC lasses, lassesof suÆiently smooth funtions and kernel mahines. In fat, we present new bounds onthe fat-shattering dimension of the latter. We show that the fat-shattering dimension isdetermined by the rate of deay of the eigenvalues of the kernel, and improve the overingnumbers estimates established in [20℄.It is important to mention that throughout this artile we are only interested in therates by whih the sample omplexity hanges and its relations to the overing numbers.Though it is also possible to derive a bound on the onstants whih appear in the estimates,we have made no suh attempt, nor do we laim that the onstants ould not be improvedby some other method of proof. We do believe, however, that rate-wise, our results areoptimal, though this is something we leave for future researh.Next, we turn to some de�nitions, notation and basi observations we shall use through-out this artile.Given a real Banah spae X, let B(X) be the unit ball of X. If B � X is a ball, setint(B) to be the interior of B and �B is the boundary of B. The dual of X, denoted byX�, onsists of all the bounded linear funtionals on X, endowed with the norm kx�k =supkxk=1 jx�(x)j. `n2 is a real n-dimensional inner produt spae, whih will always beidenti�ed with Rn with respet to the Eulidean norm. `2 is the spae of all the realsequenes (xi)1i=1 suh that P1i=1 x2i < 1, endowed with the inner produt 
x; y� =P1i=1 xiyi. For any x; y 2 X, the interval [x; y℄ is de�ned by [x; y℄ = ftx + (1 � t)yj0 �t � 1g.If � is a probability measure on a measurable spae (
;�), let E� be the expetationwith respet to �. Lq(�) is the set of funtions whih satisfy E� jf jq <1 and set kfkq =(E jf jq)1=q. L1(
) is the spae of bounded funtions on 
, with respet to the normkfk1 = sup!2
 jf(!)j. We denote by �n an empirial measure supported on a set of npoints, hene, �n = 1nPni=1 Æ!i , where Æ!i is the point evaluation funtional in f!ig. If Fis a lass of funtions and g is any funtion, let jF � gjq = fjf � gjq jf 2 Fg.Given sets A and B, let A + B = fa + bja 2 A; b 2 Bg. If (X; d) is a metri spae,Y � X and x 2 X, the distane of x to Y is de�ned as d(x; Y ) = infy2Y d(x; y). If X is aHilbert spae and Y is a subspae, then d(x; y) = kPY ?xk, where PY ? is the orthogonalprojetion on the ortho-omplement of Y . A set A is alled symmetri if the fat thatx 2 A implies that �x 2 A. The symmetri onvex hull of A, denoted by absonv(A), isthe onvex hull of A [ �A. 5



If (X; d) is a metri spae, set B(x; r) to be the losed ball entered at x with radius r.Reall that if F � X, the "-overing number of F , denoted by N("; F; d), is the minimalnumber of open balls with radius " > 0 (with respet to the metri d) needed to over F .A set A � X is said to be an "-over of F if the union of open balls Sa2AB(a; ") ontainsF . In ases where the metri d is lear, we shall denote the overing numbers of F byN("; F ). The logarithm of the overing numbers of a set is sometimes referred to as themetri entropy of the set.A set is alled "-separated if the distane between any two elements of the set is largerthan ". Set D("; F ) to be the maximal ardinality of an "-separated set in F . D("; F ) arealled the paking numbers of F (with respet to the �xed metri d). The paking numbersare losely related to the overing numbers, sine N("; F ) � D("; F ) � N("=2; F ).It is possible to show that the overing numbers of the q-loss lass F are essentiallythe same as those of G.Lemma 1.2 Let G � B�L1(
)� and let F be the q-loss lass assoiated with G. Then,for any probability measure � and every " > 0,logN�"; F; L2(�)� � logN�"=q;G;L2(�)�:Proof: For every target onept T , jT � PGT jq is a �xed funtion. Thus, the overingnumbers of F are determined by the overing numbers of H = fjg � T jq jg 2 Gg.First, assume that q > 1. By Lagrange's Theorem for v(x) = jxjq and x1; x2 2 [�1; 1℄it follows that jjx1jq � jx2jqj � q jx1 � x2j :Thus, for every g0 : 
! [0; 1℄ and any ! 2 
,��jg(!)� T (!)jq � ��g0(!)� T (!)��q�� � q ��g(!) � g0(!)�� : (1.3)Let G0 be an "-over of G with respet to the L2(�) norm. Clearly, we may assume thatevery g0 2 G0 maps into [0; 1℄, whih, ombined with (1.3), implies that jG0 � T jq is an"=q-over of H with respet to the L2(�) norm, as laimed.The ase q = 1 may be derived using a similar argument, but instead of Lagrange'sTheorem, simply apply the triangle inequality. �Two parameters used in Learning Theory are the VC dimension and the fat-shatteringdimension [2℄.De�nition 1.3 Let F be a lass of f0; 1g-valued funtions on a spae 
. We say that Fshatters f!1; :::; !ng � 
, if for every I � f1; :::; ng there is a funtion fI 2 F for whihfI(!i) = 1 if i 2 I and fI(!i) = 0 if i 62 I. LetV C(F;
) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is shattered by Fo:6



V C(F;
) is alled the VC dimension of F , and we shall sometimes denote it simply byV C(F ).It is possible to use a parametri version of the VC dimension, alled the fat-shatteringdimension.De�nition 1.4 For every " > 0, a set A = f!1; :::; !ng � 
 is said to be "{shattered byF if there is some funtion s : A ! R, suh that for every I � f1; :::; ng there is somefI 2 F for whih fI(!i) � s(!i) + " if i 2 I, and fI(!i) � s(!i)� " if i 62 I. Letfat"(F ) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is "�shattered by Fo:fI is alled the shattering funtion of the set I and the set (si) = �s(!i)j!i 2 A	 is alleda witness to the "-shattering.The important property of the VC dimension and the fat-shattering dimension is thatgiven any probability measure, it is possible to estimate the L2(�) overing numbers of agiven lass using those parameters, as presented in the next result. The �rst part of theresult is due to Haussler [19℄, while the seond was established in [14℄.Theorem 1.5 Let F � B�L1(
)�.1. If F is f0; 1g-valued and V C(F ) = d, then there is an absolute onstant C suh thatfor every probability measure � on 
 and every " > 0,N("; F; L2(�)) � Cd(4e)d�1"�2d:2. If for every " > 0 F has a �nite fat-shattering dimension, then there is some absoluteonstant C suh that for every probability measure �,logN�"; F; L2(�)� � Cfat "32 (F ) log2 �2fat "32 (F )" �:Next, we de�ne the Rademaher averages of a given lass of funtions, whih is themain tool we use in the analysis of GC lasses.De�nition 1.6 Let F be a lass of funtions and let � be a probability measure on 
. Set�Rn;� = 1pnE�E " supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� ;where "i are independent Rademaher random variables (i.e. symmetri, f�1; 1g valued)and (Xi) are independent, distributed aording to �.7



It is possible to estimate �Rn;� of a given lass using its L2(�n) overing numbers. Thekey result behind this estimate is the following deep theorem whih is due to Dudley forGaussian proesses, and was extended to the more general setting of subgaussian proesses[19℄. We shall formulate it only for Rademaher proesses.Theorem 1.7 There is an absolute onstant C suh that for every sample (X1; :::;Xn),1pnE " supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� � C Z Æ0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d";where Æ = supf2F� 1nPni=1 f2(Xi)� 12 and �n is the empirial measure supported on thegiven sample (X1; :::;Xn).Finally, throughout this paper, all absolute onstants are assumed to be positive andare denoted by C or . Cp denotes a onstant whih depends only on p. The values ofonstants may hange from line to line or even within the same line.2 Glivenko-Cantelli estimatesThe main tool we use in the analysis of the GC sample omplexity is a onentrationinequality whih is due to Talagrand [18℄. This onentration result enables one to ontrolthe GC sample omplexity using two parameters. The �rst one is the n-th Rademaheraverage assoiated with the lass. The seond is the \largest" variane of a member of thelass. As explained in the introdution, this is very signi�ant from our point of view, as inthe sequel we will show that the learning sample omplexity is governed by GC deviationestimates of ertain lasses assoiated with F , where the deviation is of the same order ofmagnitude as the largest variane of a member of those lasses.Theorem 2.1 Assume that F is a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄. Let�2 = supf2F E� (f � E�f)2; Sn = n�2 +pn �Rn;�:For every L; S > 0 and t > 0 de�ne�L;S(t) = ( t2L2S if t � LStL�log etLS �1=2 if t > LS:There is an absolute onstant C suh that if t � Cpn �Rn;�, then�( nXi=1 f(Xi)� nE�fF � t) � exp���C;Sn(t)�:In the following setion we present a bound on the Rademaher averages using a \global"estimate on the overing numbers, i.e., using the growth rates of the overing numbers.8



2.1 Estimating �Rn;�As a starting point, the lasses we are interested in are very small. This may be seen bythe fat that �Rn;� are uniformly bounded as a funtion of n [14℄. Our objetive here is toestimate �Rn;� as a funtion of supf2F E�f2.An important part of our analysis is the following result, due to Talagrand [18℄, on theexpetation of the diameter of F when onsidered as a subset of L2(�n).Lemma 2.2 Let F � B�L1(
)� and set �2 = supf2F E�f2. Then,E� supf2F ����� nXi=1 f2(Xi)����� � n�2 + 8pn �Rn;�:Next, we present the estimates on �Rn;�(F ), using data on �2 and on the overing numbersof F in empirial L2 spaes. Unlike the usual results in Mahine Learning literature, weuse global data - the growth rates of the overing numbers and not the overing numbers ata spei� sale. We present the results in several parts, aording to the di�erent growthrates of the overing numbers whih are of interest.Lemma 2.3 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄ and set �2 = supf2F E�f2. Assumethat there are  � 1, d � 1 and p � 1 suh that for every empirial measure �n,logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � d logp�"�:Then, there is a onstant Cp; suh that�Rn;� � Cp;maxn dpn logp 1� ;pd� log p2 1� o:Before proving the lemma, we require the next result:Lemma 2.4 For every 0 � p < 1 and  > 0, there is some onstant p; suh that forevery 0 < x < 1, Z x0 logp 1"d" � 2x logp p;x ;and x1=2 logp p;x is inreasing and onave in (0; 10).Proof of lemma 2.3: Set Y = 1n supf2F Pni=1 f2(Xi). By theorem 1.7 there is anabsolute onstant C suh that1pnE " supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� � C Z pY0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" = CpdZ pY0 log p2 " d":9



By lemma 2.4 there is a onstant p; suh that for every 0 < x � 1,Z x0 log p2 " d" � 2x log p2 p;x :Where v(x) = px logp=2(p;=x) is inreasing and onave in (0; 10).Sine Y � 1, 1pnE " supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� � CppdY log p2 p;Y ;and sine �2 + 8 �Rn;�=pn � 9, then by Jensen's inequality, lemma 2.2 and the fat that vis inreasing in (0; 10),E��Y 12 log p2 p;Y � � (E�Y ) 12 log p2 p;E�Y� p;��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 log p2 1�2 + 8 �Rn;�pn� p;��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 log p2 1� :Therefore, �Rn;� � Cp;pd��2 + �Rn;�pn � 12 log p2 1� ;and our laim follows from a straightforward omputation. �Now, we turn to the ase where the log-overing numbers are polynomial with exponentp < 2.Lemma 2.5 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄ and set �2 = supf2F E�f2. Assumethat there are  � 2 and p < 2 suh that for every empirial measure �n,logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � "p :Then, there is onstant Cp; suh that�Rn;� � Cp; max�n� 12 2�p2+p ; �1� p2	:Proof: Again, let Y = 1n supf2F Pni=1 f2(Xi), and given X1; :::;Xn, set �n to be theempirial measure supported on X1; :::;Xn. By theorem 1.7 for every �xed sample, there10



is an absolute onstant C suh that,1pnE " supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� �C Z pY0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d"� C 121� p=2� 1n supf2F nXi=1 f2(Xi)� 12 (1� p2 ):Taking the expetation with respet to � and by Jensen's inequality and lemma 2.2,�Rn;� � Cp;� 1nE� supf2F nXi=1 f2(Xi)� 12 (1� p2 ) � Cp;��2 + �Rn;�pn � 12 (1� p2 ):Therefore, �Rn;� � Cp;��2 + �Rn;�pn � 12 (1� p2 )and the laim follows. �In a similar fashion to the proofs in lemma 2.3 and lemma 2.5, one an obtain thefollowing:Lemma 2.6 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄ and set �2 = supf2F E�f2. Assumethat there are  � 2 and p < 2 suh that for every empirial measure �n and every " < 1,logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � "p log2 1" :Then, there is a onstant Cp; suh that�Rn;� � Cp; maxnn� 12 2�p2+p log� 2� ; �1� p2 log 2� o;where � = 4=(2 + p).2.2 Deviation estimatesAfter bounding �Rn;� using the growth rates of the overing numbers, it is possible toobtain the deviation results we require by applying theorem 2.1.Theorem 2.7 Let F be a lass of funtions whose range is ontained in [0; 1℄ and set�2 = supf2F E�f2. 11



1. If there are  � 2, d � 1 and p > 1 suh that for every empirial measure �n,logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � d logp " ;then there is a onstant Cp; suh that for every k > 0SF (k�2; Æ) � Cp;dmaxfk�1; k�2g� 1�2 logp � � log 1Æ :2. If there are  � 2 and p < 2 suh that for any empirial measure,logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � "p ;then there is a onstant Cp; suh that for every k > 0SF (k�2; Æ) � Cp;maxfk�1; k�2g� 1�2�1+ p2�1 + log 1Æ�:3. If there are  � 2 and p < 2 suh that for any empirial measure �n,logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � "p log2 1" ;there is a onstant Cp; suh thatSF (k�2; Æ) � Cp;maxfk�1; k�2g� 1�2�1+ p2�log2 1� ��1 + log 1Æ�;Sine the proof is a straightforward (yet tedious) alulation and follows immediately fromtheorem 2.1, we omit the details.3 Dominating the varianeThe key assumption used in the proof of learning sample omplexity in [12℄ was that thereis some B > 0 suh that for every loss funtion f , E�f2 � BE�f . Though this is easilysatis�ed in proper learning (beause eah f is nonnegative) it is far from obvious whetherthe same holds for improper learning. In [12℄ it was observed that if G is onvex and Fis the squared-loss lass then E�f2 � BE�f , and B depends on the L1 bound on themembers of G and the target. The question we study is whether the same kind of boundan be established with respet to other Lq norms. We will show that if q � 2 and ifF is the q-loss funtion assoiated with G, there is some B suh that for every f 2 F ,E�f2 � B(E�f) q2 . Our proof is based on a geometri haraterization of the nearest point12



map onto a onvex subset of an Lq spae. This fat was used in [12℄ for q = 2, but noemphasis was put on the geometri idea behind it. Our methods enable us to obtain thebound in Lq for q � 2.Formally, let 2 � q < 1, set G to be a ompat onvex subset of Lq(�) whih isontained in B�L1(
)� and let F be the q-loss lass assoiated with G and T . Hene,eah f 2 F is given by f = jT � gjq�jPGT � T jq, where T is the target onept and PGTis the nearest point to T in G with respet to the Lq(�) norm.Reall that it is possible to show (see appendix A) that if 1 < q < 1 and if G � Lqis onvex and ompat, the nearest point map onto G is a well de�ned map, i.e., eahT 2 Lq has a unique best approximation in G.We start our disussion by proving an upper bound on E�f2:Lemma 3.1 Let g 2 G, 1 < q <1 and set f = `q(g). Then,E�f2 � q2E� jg � PGT j2 :Proof: Given any ! 2 
, apply Lagrange's Theorem to the funtion y = jxjq for x1 =g(!) � T (!) and x2 = PGT (!)� T (!). The result follows by taking the expetation andsine jx1j ; jx2j � 1. �The next step, whih is to bound E� jg � PGT j2 from above using E�f is onsiderablymore diÆult. To that end, we require the following de�nitions whih are standard inBanah spaes theory [3, 10℄:De�nition 3.2 A Banah spae is alled stritly onvex if for every x; y 2 X suh thatkxk ; kyk = 1, kx+ yk < 2. X is alled uniformly onvex if there is a positive funtion Æ(")suh that for every 0 < " < 2 and every x; y 2 X for whih kxk ; kyk � 1 and kx� yk � ",kx+ yk � 2� 2Æ("). Thus,Æ(") = infn1� 12 kx+ yk ��� kxk ; kyk � 1; kx� yk � "o:The funtion Æ(") is alled the modulus of onvexity of X.It is easy to see that X is stritly onvex if and only if its unit sphere does not ontainintervals. Also, if X is uniformly onvex then it is stritly onvex. Using the modulus ofonvexity one an provide a lower bound on the distane of an average of elements on theunit sphere of X and the sphere.From the quantitative point of view, it was shown in [9℄ that if 2 � q <1, the modulusof onvexity of Lq is given by Æq(") = 1� �1� ("=2)q�1=q.The next lemma enables one to prove the desired bound. Its proof is based on severalideas ommonly used in the �eld of Convex Geometry and is presented in appendix A.13



Lemma 3.3 Let X be a uniformly onvex, smooth Banah spae with a modulus of on-vexity ÆX and let G � X be ompat and onvex. Set T 62 G and put d = kT � PGTk.Then, for every g 2 G, ÆX kg � PGTkdg ! � 1� ddg ;where dg = kT � gk.Corollary 3.4 Let q � 2 and assume that G is a ompat onvex subset of Lq(�). If Fis the q-loss lass assoiated with G, then for every g 2 G,E�f2 � 4q2(E�f)2=q:Proof: Reall that the modulus of uniform onvexity of Lq for q � 2 is Æq(") = 1� �1�("=2)q�1=q. By lemma 3.3, 1� kg � PGTk2dg !q � � ddg �q:Note that E�`q(g) = dqg � dq, hene, for every f 2 F ,E�f = E�`q(g) = dqg � dq � 2�qE� jg � PGT jq :By lemma 3.1 and sine kfk2 � kfkq,E�f2 � q2E� jg � PGT j2 � q2�E� jg � PGT jq� 2q � 4q2�E�f) 2q : �4 Learning Sample ComplexityUnlike the GC sample omplexity, the behaviour of the learning sample omplexity isnot monotone, in the sense that even if H � G, it is possible that the learning sampleomplexity assoiated with G may be smaller than that assoiated with H. This is due tothe fat that a well behaved geometri struture of the lass (e.g. onvexity) enables oneto derive additional data regarding the loss funtions assoiated with the lass. We willshow that the learning sample omplexity is determined by the GC sample omplexity oflasses of funtions suh that suph2H E�h2 is roughly the same as the desired auray inthe GC ondition. 14



We shall formulate results in two ases. The �rst theorem deals with proper learning(i.e. T 2 G). In the seond, we disuss improper learning. We present a omplete proofonly to the seond laim.Let us introdue the following notation: for a �xed " > 0 and given any empirialmeasure �n, let f��n be any f 2 F suh that E�n f��n � "=2. Thus, if g 2 G suh that`q(g) = f��n then g is an \almost minimizer" of the empirial loss.Theorem 4.1 Let G � B�L1(
)� and �x T 2 G. Assume that 1 � q < 1, and let Fbe the q-loss lass assoiated with G and T . Assume further that  � 2, p < 2 and thatfor every integer n and any empirial measure �n, logN�";G;L2(�n)� � "�p for every" > 0. Then, there is a onstant Cq;p; suh that ifn � Cq;p;�1"�1+ p2 log 2Æ ;then PrnE�f��n � "o � Æ.The same holds if sup�n logN�";G;L2(�)� � "�p log2(1=") and ifn � Cq;p;�1"�1+ p2�log2 1"� log 1Æ :Next, we turn to the improper ase.Theorem 4.2 Let G be as in theorem 4.1, and assume that T 62 G. Assume further thatq � � and that G is onvex, and let F be the q-loss lass assoiated with G and T . Then,for every f 2 F , E�f2 � 4q2(E�f)q=2 and the assertion of theorem 4.1 remains true.Remark 4.3 The key assumption here is that E�f2 � B(E�f)2=q for every loss funtionf . Reall that in setion 3 we explored this issue, and in fat, the �rst part of theorem 4.2is a reformulation of orollary 3.4. Combining theorem 4.1 (resp. theorem 4.2) with theresults of setion 3 gives us the promised estimate on the learning sample omplexity.The �rst step we take is the important observation that the learning sample omplexityis determined by the GC sample omplexity of two lasses assoiated with F , but thedeviation required in the GC ondition is roughly the largest variane of a member of thelasses.Lemma 4.4 Let G � B�L1(
)�, set q � 2 and let F be the q-loss lass assoiated withG and the target onept T 2 B�L1(
)�. Assume that there is some onstant B suh thatfor any f 2 F , E�f2 � B(E�f)2=q. Fix " > 0 and let � = 2� 2=q. De�neH = ( "�fE�f �����f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "); (4.1)15



and put F" = nf 2 F j E�f2 < "o; H" = nh 2 Hj E�h2 < B"�o:Then, for every 0 < Æ < 1,CqG;T ("; Æ) � max(SF"�"2 ; Æ2�; SH"�"�2 ; Æ2�):Proof: First, note thatPrnE�f��n � "o � Prn9f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 < "; E�n f � "=2 o+ Prn9f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "; E�n f � "=2 o= (1) + (2):If E�f � " then E�f � 12(E�f + ") � 12E�f + E�n f . Therefore, jE�f � E�n f j � 12E�f �"=2, hene,(1) + (2) � Prn9f 2 F; E�f2 < "; jE�f � E�n f j � "2o+ Prn9f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "; jE�f � E�n f j � 12E�fo:Reall that � = 2 � 2=q and H = n "�fE�f ���f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "o. Sine q � 2 then� � 1, and sine " < 1, eah h 2 H maps 
 into [0; 1℄. Also, if E�f2 � B(E�f)q=2 thenE�h2 � B "2�(E�f)2�2=q � B"�:Therefore, PrnE�f��n � "o � Prn9f 2 F; E�f2 < "; jE�f � E�n f j � "2o (4.2)+ Prn9h 2 H; E�h2 � B"�; jE�h� E�nhj � "�2 o;whih proves our laim. �The only problem in applying theorem 2.7 diretly to the lass H" is the fat that onedoes not have an a-priori bound on the overing numbers of that lass. The question weneed to takle before proeeding is how to estimate the overing numbers of H", giventhat the overing numbers of F are well behaved. To that end, we have to use the spei�struture of F , namely, that it is a q-loss lass assoiated with the lass G. We divide ourdisussion to two parts. First we deal with proper learning, in whih eah loss funtion isgiven by f = jg � T jp and no spei� assumptions are needed on the struture of G. Thenwe explore the improper ase when G is onvex and F is the q-loss lass for some q � 2.To handle the both ases, we need the following simple de�nition:16



De�nition 4.5 Let X be a normed spae and let A � X. We say that A is star-shapedwith enter x if for every a 2 A the interval [a; x℄ � A. Given A and x, denote bystar(A; x) the union of all the intervals [a; x℄, where a 2 A.The next lemma shows that the overing numbers of star(A; x) are almost the same asthose of A.Lemma 4.6 Let X be a normed spae and let A � B(X). Then, for any kxk � 1 andevery " > 0, N�2"; star(A; x)� � 2N�";A�=".Proof: Fix " > 0 and let y1; :::; yk be an "-over of A. Note that for any a 2 A and anyz 2 [a; x℄ there is some z0 2 [yi; x℄ suh that kz0 � zk < ". Hene, an "-over of the union[ni=1[yi; z℄ is a 2"-over for star(A; x). Sine for every i, kx� yik � 2, it follows that eahinterval may be overed by 2"�1 balls of radius " and our laim follows. �Lemma 4.7 Let G be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄, put T 2 G, set 1 � q < 1 and letF be the q-loss lass assoiated with G and T . Let � = 2 � 2=q and put H as in (4.1).Then, for every " > 0 and every empirial measure �n,logN�2";H;L2(�n)� � log 2" + logN�"q ;G;L2(�n)�:Proof: Reall that every h 2 H is of the from h = �ff where 0 < �f � 1. Thus,H � star(F; 0), and by lemma 4.6,logN�2";H;L2(�n)� � log 2" + logN�"; F; L2(�n)�:Therefore, our laim follows from lemma 1.2. �Now, we estimate the overing numbers in the improper ase.Lemma 4.8 Let G � B�L1(
)� be a onvex lass of funtions. Set T 2 B�L1(
)�, putF to be the q-loss lass assoiated with G and T and let � and H be as in lemma 4.7.Then, for any " > 0 and any probability measure �,logN�";H;L2(�)� � logN� "4q ;G;L2(�)�+ 2 log 4" :Proof: Again, every member of H is given by �ff , where 0 < �f < 1. Hene,H � f�`q(g)jg 2 G; � 2 [0; 1℄g � Q:17



By the de�nition of the q-loss funtion, it is possible to deompose Q = Q1 +Q2, whereQ1 = n� jg � T jq ���� 2 [0; 1℄; g 2 Go and Q2 = n�� jT � PGT jq ���� 2 [0; 1℄o:Sine T and PGT map 
 into [0; 1℄ then jT � PGjq is bounded by 1 pointwise. Therefore,Q2 is ontained in an interval whose length is at most 1, implying that for any probabilitymeasure �, N�";Q2; L2(�)� � 2" :Let V = fjg � T jq jg 2 Gg. Sine every g 2 G and T map 
 into [0; 1℄ then V �B�L1(
)�. Hene, by lemma 1.2 and for every probability measure � and every " > 0,N�"; V; L2(�)� � N�"=q;G;L2(�)�. Also, Q1 � star(V; 0), thus for any " > 0,N�";Q1; L2(�)� � 2N� "2 ; V; L2(�)�" � 2N� "2q ; G; L2(�)�" ;whih suÆes, sine one an ombine the separate overs for Q1 and Q2 to form a overfor H. �Finally, we an prove theorem 4.2. We present a proof only in the ase where themetri entropy is O("�p) for some p < 2. The proof in the other ase is essentially thesame and is omitted.Proof of theorem 4.2: Fix 0 < "; Æ < 1 and let �; F";H and H" be as in lemma 4.4.Note that F" � F and H" � H. Thus, by lemma 4.8, for every � > 0 and any probabilitymeasure �n, logN��; F"; L2(�n)� � �p and logN��;H"; L2(�n)� � Cq;p;�p :The assertion follows by ombining lemma 4.4 and theorem 2.7. �Remark 4.9 It is possible to prove an analogous result to theorem 4.2 when the overingnumbers of G are polynomial; indeed, if there are ; d � 1 and p > 0 suh that for every" > 0 supn sup�n logN�";G;L2(�n)� � Cd logp " ;then for every 0 < "; Æ < 1,CqG;T ("; Æ) � Cq;p;d�1" logmaxf1;pg 2"� log 1Æ :18



5 Basi examplesWe present several examples in whih one may estimate the learning sample omplexityof proper and improper learning problems. All the results are based on estimates on theovering numbers whih are obtained either diretly or via the fat-shattering dimension.The main reason for presenting these example is to indiate that there are many interestinglasses whih are both \relatively small" and onvex, hene �t our improper learningframework. Although some of the results to follow may not be new, we still think thatpresenting them in this ontext emphasizes the fat that the theory developed here oversinteresting ground.5.1 Proper learningThe two examples presented in this setion are proper learning problems for lasses whihare either VC lasses or lasses with polynomial fat-shattering dimension with exponentp < 2. By theorem 1.5 it follows that if G is a VC lass for whih V C(G) = d, then forevery 0 < " < 1, supn sup�n logN�";G;L2(�n)� � Cd log 2" ;whereas if fat"(G) � "�p then there is a onstant p; suh that for every 0 < " < 1,supn sup�n logN�";G;L2(�n)� � p;"p log2 2" :Therefore, applying theorem 4.2, we an derive the sample omplexity estimates for suhlasses:Theorem 5.1 Let G � B�L1(
)�, assume that T 2 G and that 1 � q <1.1. If V C(G) = d, there is a onstant Cq suh that for every 0 < "; Æ < 1,CqG;T ("; Æ) � Cqd�1" log 2"� log 1Æ :2. If fat"(G) � "�p for some  � 2 and p < 2, then there is a onstant Cq;p; suh thatfor every 0 < "; Æ < 1,CqG;T ("; Æ) � Cq;p;�1"�1+ p2�log2 1"��1 + log 1Æ�:
19



5.2 Improper learningReall that if one wishes to use the results in the improper learning setup, one mustassume that the onept lass is onvex. Hene, the most natural starting point is to takethe onvex hulls of \small" lasses. Unfortunately, onvex hulls of lasses with polynomialfat-shattering dimension are \too large". Even if the fat-shattering dimension of originallass is polynomial with an exponent p < 2, the overing numbers of its onvex hull maybe as bad as 
("�2 log1�2=p(1=")) [5, 15℄. Thus, we are left with onvex hulls of VClasses. Estimating the overing numbers of VC lasses was a well known problem whihwas investigated by Dudley [7℄ and then by Carl and Van-der Vaart and Wellner [4, 19℄.The following is a modi�ation of the result in [19℄, whih was presented in [15℄.Theorem 5.2 Let G be the onvex hull of a lass of f0; 1g-valued funtions, denoted byG0, and assume that V C(G0) = d. Then, there is an absolute onstant C suh that forevery probability measure � and every " > 0,logN�";G;L2(�)� � Cd�1"� 2dd+2 :Corollary 5.3 Let G be as in theorem 5.2, let T 2 B�L1(
)� and set 2 � q <1. Then,there is a onstant Cq;d suh that for every 0 < "; Æ < 1,CqG;T ("; Æ) � Cq;d�1"�1+ dd+2 log2 2Æ :5.2.1 Funtions with bounded osillationThere are many important lasses of suÆiently smooth funtions whih appear naturallyin learning problems. Suh lasses of funtions �t our setup perfetly, sine they usually areonvex and uniformly bounded. Though in many problems it is possible to obtain boundson the overing numbers of suh lasses diretly (see, e.g., [19℄), we wish to formulate anestimate on the fat-shattering dimension of a lass using data on the ability of membersof the lass to hange quikly. Natural parameters whih ome to mind in this ontext arethe variation of the funtion and the osillation funtion of the lass. The latter is thesupremum of the modulus of ontinuity of funtions in F , i.e., for every Æ > 0,osF (Æ) = supf2F supkx�yk�Æ jf(x)� f(y)j :Before proving a onnetion between the \smoothness" properties of the lass and its fat-shattering dimension, we require the following property of the fat-shattering dimension oflasses whih are both onvex and symmetri.20



Lemma 5.4 Let F be a onvex and symmetri lass of funtions on 
. If f!1; :::; !ng is"-shattered by F , then (si)ni=1 = (0; 0; :::; 0) may be seleted as a witness to the shattering.Proof: Assume that (si)ni=1 is a witness to the shattering, and for every I � f1; :::; ng, letfI be the funtions whih shatters the set I. Therefore, for every suh I and every i 2 I,fI(!i)� fI(!i) � si + "� si + " = 2";and if i 62 I, fI(!i)� fI(!i) � si � "� (si + ") = �2":For every I, let ~fI = (fI � fI)=2. Sine F is onvex and symmetri, eah ~fI belongs to Fand the set ( ~fI) "-shatters f!1; :::!ng with (0; 0; :::; 0) as a witness. �Using this observation, it is easy to onnet the fat-shattering dimension of a lass offuntions on 
 with osF and the paking numbers of 
.Lemma 5.5 Let G be a onvex and symmetri lass of funtions on a metri spae (
; �).Then, for every Æ > 0 and every " > osÆ(G)=2, fat"(G) � D(Æ;
; �).Proof: Assume that there are Æ > 0 and " > osÆ(G)=2 suh that fat"(G) > D(Æ;
; �).Thus, there is a set f!1; :::; !ng whih is "-shattered, suh that there are two indies i 6= j,for whih �(!i; !j) < Æ. By lemma 5.4 we may assume that (0; 0; :::0) is a witness to theshattering. Hene, there is some g 2 G suh that jg(!i)� g(!j)j � 2", whih is impossible.�Remark 5.6 Note that a lass of funtions whih is de�ned by a onstraint on its os-illation funtion is neessarily onvex and symmetri, sine for every Æ > 0, osG(Æ) =osabsonv(G)(Æ).Example 5.7 Let 
 � B(Rd ) and let G � B�L1(
)� be a lass of funtions on 
 suhthat for every Æ > 0, osG(Æ) < Æp for some p > 0. In partiular, we may assume that Fis onvex and symmetri. Note that with respet to the Eulidean metri, D(Æ;
) � CÆ�d.Thus, there is some absolute onstant C suh that for every " > 0,fat"(G) � C�"� dp ;whih implies that if d=p < 2, then for every T 2 B�L1(
)� and every q � 2, CqG;T =O�"�(1+d=2p)�, up to logarithmi fators in "�1 and Æ�1.A natural example of a family of funtions whih have a power type osillation funtionis the unit ball of ertain Sobolev spaes (see [1℄ for more details).21



The seond family of funtions we shall be interested in, is the family of funtions withbounded variation.De�nition 5.8 Given � > 0, we say that a funtion f : [a; b℄ ! R has an � boundedvariation if V�(f) = sup nXi=1 jf(!i)� f(!i�1)j� <1;where the supremum is taken with respet to all integers n and all the partitions fa = !0 <!1 < ::: < !n = bg.Example 5.9 Let 1 � � < 2 and set G = fgjV�(g) � 1g. It is easy to see that G is onvexand symmetri. Assume that f!1; :::; !ng is "-shattered and reall that we may take (0)ni=1as a witness to the shattering. Thus, there is some g 2 G suh that for every 2 � i � n,jg(!i)� g(!i�1)j � 2". The variation of this g satis�es that(2")�(n� 1) � V�(g) � 1;therefore, fat"(G) � � 12"�� + 1:Hene, for every T 2 B�L1(
)� and every q � 2, CqG;T = O("�(1+�=2)) up to logarithmifators in "�1 and Æ�1.6 Appliation: kernel mahinesIn this �nal setion, we present an appliation of our results to aÆne funtionals onellipsoids in Hilbert spaes, and in partiular, we fous on kernel mahines. We presentnew bounds on the fat-shattering dimension of suh lasses, whih yields an estimate ontheir overing numbers. We hose to present the results in a separate setion for tworeasons. Firstly, kernel mahines are very important in Mahine Learning and deservespeial attention. Seondly, the bound on the fat-shattering dimension of kernel mahinesis obtained using a new geometri idea we wish to highlight.The bounds we present improve some of the bounds appearing in [20℄. After presentingour results, we ompare them to the ones established in [20℄.6.1 AÆne funtionals on `2Let A : `2 ! `2 be a diagonal operator with eigenvalues a1 � a2 � :::: � 0. Set 
 =A�B(`2)� and put F to be the set of aÆne funtions f(!) = x�(!) + b, where kx�k`2 � 122



and jbj � 1. Our goal is to estimate the fat-shattering dimension of the lass F whenonsidered as funtions on 
.Tight estimates on the fat-shattering dimension of the lass of linear funtionals onthe unit ball of a Banah spae were presented in [8, 13, 15℄. In [13, 15℄ it was shown thatthe fat-shattering dimension fat"�B(X�); B(X)� is determined by a geometri property ofX, alled type. The tehnique used in the proof of that estimate is based on the fat thatthe domain of the funtion lass is a bounded subset of the Banah spae. Intuitively,A�B(`2)� should be \muh smaller" than a ball (depending, of ourse, on (ai)1i=1). Hene,there is hope one may be able to obtain an improved bound. Another issue one mustaddress is that we investigate aÆne funtions and not just linear ones. Thus, the �rstorder of business is to show that the aÆne ase may be easily redued to the linear one.Note that we an embed 
 and F in `2. Indeed, eah ! 2 
 is given by Ax = (aixi)1i=1,where kxk`2 � 1. We map ! to ~! = (1; a1x1; a2x2:::). The aÆne funtion f = x� + b ismapped to ~f = (b; x�1; x�2; :::). Hene, for every f and !, ~f(~!) = f(!), and k ~fk`2 � 2.Moreover, f~!j! 2 
g is the image of the `2 unit ball under the diagonal operator givenby Te1 = e1, and Tei = ai�1ei for i � 2, were (ei)1i=1 are the unit vetors in `2. Thus, thelass ~F is a lass of uniformly bounded linear funtionals, and we onsider it as a set offuntions on a domain ~
, whih is the image of unit ball by a diagonal operator with oneadditional \large" eigenvalue. To simplify things, we will abuse notation and denote our\new" lass of linear funtionals by F and the \new" domain by 
.The next step in our analysis is to translate the fat that a set x1; :::; xn � 
 is"-shattered to a geometri language.Lemma 6.1 If A = fx1; :::; xng is "-shattered by B(`2) then "Bn � absonv(A), whereBn = B(`2) \ span(A).Proof: Assume that the set fx1; :::; xng is "-shattered by B(`2). Sine B(`2) is onvex andsymmetri, then by lemma 5.4 we may assume that (0)ni=1 is a witness to the shattering.Let (ai)ni=1 � R, set I = fijai � 0g and put x�I to be the funtional shattering the set I.Note that for every suh I and every i 2 I,x�I(xi)� x�I(xi) � 2";and if i 62 I, x�I(xi)� x�I(xi) � �2"Thus,  nXi=1 aixi = supx�2B(`2) �����x�� nXi=1 aixi������� 12 supx�;~x�2B(X�) �����x�� nXi=1 aixi�� ~x�� nXi=1 aixi������ = (�)23



Seleting x� = x�I and ~x� = x�I ,(�) � 12 �����x�I�Xi2I aixi +Xi2I aixi�� x�I�Xi2I aixi +Xi2I aixi������= 12 �����Xi2I ai�x�I(xi)� x�I(xi)�+Xi2I(�ai)�x�I(xi)� x�I(xi)������� " nXi=1 jaij :Note that every point on the boundary of absonv(A) is given by Pni=1 aixi, wherePni=1 jaij = 1. Hene, kPni=1 aixik � ", whih proves our laim. �The geometri interpretation of our situation is as follows: �rstly, the set 
 orrespondsto an ellipsoid whih is the image of the `2 unit ball under a positive semi-de�nite operator.If 
 ontains a set whih is "-shattered by the dual unit ball, then it ontains a set A,onsisting of n elements, suh that absonv(A) ontains an n-dimensional Eulidean ballof radius ". This brings up the next question we have to takle: what is the geometristruture of a set fx1; :::; xng � `n2 whih ontains "B(`n2 )? Intuitively, one would suspetthat if the faets of absonv(x1; :::; xn) are \far away" from 0, then \most" of the vertiesmust have a onsiderably larger norm and should be \lose" to orthogonal in some sense.Indeed, the following lemma shows that our intuition is orret.Lemma 6.2 Let A = fx1; :::; xng � `n2 and assume that "B(`n2 ) � absonv(A). For everyn � 2, let hi be the distane of xi to spanfx1; :::; xi�1g and set h1 = kx1k. Then, there isan absolute onstant C suh that � nYi=1 hi� 1n � C"pn:Proof: The proof will follow from volume estimates. Sine `n2 is naturally identi�ed withRn , it is endowed with the Lebesgue measure on Rn . Hene, if A � Rn , let vol(A) be theLebesgue measure of A. Let B" � "B(`n2 ) and sine S = absonv(A) ontains an " ball, itsvolume must be larger than vol(B"). Now, the volume of S an be omputed indutively.Indeed, if H is an n� 1 dimensional subspae of `n2 and if B � H and x 62 H, thenvol�onv(B [ fxg)� = hn vol(B);where vol(B) is the n�1 dimensional volume of B and h is the distane of x to H. Hene,vol(S) = 2nn! nYi=1 hi:24



On the other hand, vol(B") = "nVn where Vn is the volume of the n-dimensional Eulideanunit ball. It is possible to show [16℄ that there are absolute onstants  and C suh thatfor every integer n pn � V 1nn � Cpn:Comparing the two volumes and by Stirling's approximation,"pn � �vol(B")� 1n � �vol(S)� 1n � Cn � nYi=1 hi� 1n ;and our laim follows. �Corollary 6.3 Let E be an ellipsoid with priniple axes of length a1; :::; an. If there is aset fx1; :::; xng � E whih is "-shattered, then there is an absolute onstant C suh that� nYi=1 ai� 1n � C"pn:Proof: By lemma 6.2 (and using the notation of that lemma), there is an absolute onstantC suh that � nYi=1 hi� 1n � C"pn:Sine E is an ellipsoid, then for every subspae H and every x 2 E , the orthogonalprojetion onto H satis�es that PHx 2 E . Hene, one an onstrut indutively a set(yi)ni=1 � E of orthogonal vetors, suh that for every 1 � m � n, span(x1; :::; xm) =span(y1; :::; ym) and kyik = hi. On the other hand, the maximal produt of an orthogonalsystem ontained in an ellipsoid is attained by the priniple axes, so Qni=1 ai �Qni=1 hi.�Theorem 6.4 Let A : `2 ! `2 be a diagonal operator with eigenvalues a1 � a2 � ::: � 0,and set E = A�B(`2)�.1. If there are p;  > 0 suh that for every integer n, an � =np, there is an absoluteonstant C suh that for every " > 0,fat"�B(`2); E� � C�"� 21+2p :
25



2. If there are p;  > 0 suh that for every integer n, an � exp(�np), there is anabsolute onstant C suh that for every " > 0,fat"�B(`2); E� � C� 1p log 1p 1" :Proof: For the �rst part, �x " > 0 and assume that fx1; :::xng � E is "-shattered. Byorollary 6.3 there is an absolute onstant C suh that (Qni=1 ai)1=n � C"pn. On theother hand, using the estimate on the growth rate on (ai) and Stirling's approximation,C"pn � � nYi=1 ai� 1n � (n!)� pn � C� en�p;thus, n � C�"� 21+2p ;as laimed.The seond laim follows sineC"pn � � nYi=1 e�ip� 1n � e� p+1 (np+1): �Corollary 6.5 Let A be as in theorem 6.4 and put E = A�B(`2)�. Set F = fx� +bj kx�k`2 � 1; jbj � 1g to be a lass of aÆne funtions on E and let � to be a probabilitymeasure on E.1. If there are  � 2 and p > 0 suh that for every integer n, an � n�p, there is anabsolute onstant C suh that for every " > 0,logN�"; F; L2(�)�� C�"� 21+2p log2 " :2. If there are  � 2 and p > 0 suh that for every integer n, an � exp(�np), thenthere is an absolute onstant C suh that for every " > 0,logN�"; F; L2(�)�� C� 1p log2+ 1p 1" :Proof: Reall that by the argument presented in the beginning of this setion, one mayonsider F to be a lass of linear funtionals, whih was denoted by ~F . The prie onepays is that ~F is ontained in a ball of radius 2 entered at the origin and the \new"domain is an ellipsoid ~E whih has an additional eigenvalue a0 = 1. Thus, our resultfollows immediately from theorem 6.4 �26



6.2 KernelsOne of the most interesting family of funtion lasses in modern Learning Theory is thefamily of kernel mahines. In this setup, one is given a positive de�nite funtion K(�;�)de�ned on X � X, where X is a probability spae. Let ��n(x)� be the sequene ofeigenvetors of the integral operator de�ned by K and set (�n) to be the non inreasingsequene of eigenvalues assoiated with the eigenvetors. It is possible to show [17, 6℄ thatfor every x; y 2 X, K(x; y) = 1Xi=1 �i�i(x)�i(y):Also, if HK is the Reproduing Kernel Hilbert spae assoiated with the kernel K, thenfor every x 2 X, K(x;�) 2 HK , and for every f 2 HK ,f(x) =
f;K(x;�)�HK :We fous on the ase in whih the eigenvetors of K are uniformly bounded funtions (i.e.,there exists some M suh that for every integer n and every x 2 X, j�n(x)j � M). Inthat ase, every f 2 HK may be represented by z�f 2 `2 and every x may be representedby some zx 2 `2 suh that f(x) =
f;K(x;�)�HK= 
z�f ; zx�`2 ; (6.1)where kz�fk`2 = kfkHK , and there is an ellipsoid E � `2 whih ontains every zx. The\size" of the ellipsoid E is determined by the eigenvalues ofK, as desribed in the followinglemma:Lemma 6.6 [6, 20℄ Let K be a positive de�nite kernel suh that the eigenvetors satisfythat (�n) � B�L1(X)�. Let (�n)1n=1 be the non inreasing sequene of the eigenvalues ofK, set (an)1n=1 2 `2 to be suh that (bn)1n=1 = (p�n=an)1n=1 2 `2 and put R = k(bn)k`2 . IfA : `2 ! `2 is de�ned by Aei = Raiei, and if E = A�B(`2)�, then for every x 2 X, zx 2 E.Any suh sequene (ai)1i=1 is alled a saling sequene, and it determines the length of thepriniple axes of the ellipsoid E .Example 6.7 [20℄ Let K and (�n)1n=1 be as in lemma 6.6, and assume that there are Cand � > 0 suh that for any integer n, �n � Cn�(�+1). Then, the saling sequene (an)1i=1may be seleted as (an)1i=1 = (n��=2)1i=1 for any � < �. An example of suh a kernel isthe onvolution kernel generated by k(t) = e�t.Example 6.8 [20℄ Let K and (�n)1n=1 be as in lemma 6.6, and assume that there arepositive B;� and p suh that for every integer n, �n � Be��np. Then, the saling sequenemay be seleted as an = e��np=2 for any � < �. An example of suh a kernel is theonvolution kernel generated by k(t) = e�t2 .27



Theorem 6.9 Let K and (�n)1n=1 be as in 6.6 and denote jKj = supxK(x; x). LetG = n nXi=1 �iK(x;�) + b���n 2 N; jbj � 1; mXi;j=1�i�jk(xi; xj) � 1o: (6.2)Then,1. If there are B and � > 0 for whih �n � Bn�(�+1), then for any probability measure� and any � < � there is a onstant C = CjKj;B;� suh that for every 0 < " < 1,log�";G;L2(�)� � C�1"� 21+� log2 2" :In partiular, for every T 2 B�L1(
)� and q � 2, CqG;T = O�"�(1+1=(1+�))�, up tologarithmi fators in "�1 and Æ�1.2. If there are positive B;� and p suh that for every integer n, �n � Be��np, then forany probability measure � and every � < � there is a onstant C = CjKj;B;p;� , suhthat for every 0 < " < 1, log�";G;L2(�)� � C log2+ 2p 2" :In partiular, for every T 2 B�L1(
)� and q � 2, CqG;T = O�"�1�, up to logarithmifators in "�1 and Æ�1.Proof: Let HK be the reproduing kernel Hilbert spae assoiated with the K. By thereproduing kernel property it follows that if g =Pni=1 �iK(xi;�), thenkgk2HK = nXi;j=1�i�jK(xi; xj):Thus, the \linear part" gf =Pni=1 �iK(xi;�) of every f 2 F is ontained in the unit ballof HK . Again, by the reproduing kernel property (6.1) and lemma 6.6, eah gf may beviewed as a linear funtional on an ellipsoid de�ned by the saling sequene (ai)1i=1. Bya similar argument to the one used in setion 6.1 we an identify eah f 2 F as a linearfuntional on an ellipsoid whih has one additional \large" eigenvalue. Hene, our resultfollows immediately from the seletion of the saling sequene, (example 6.7 and example6.8), the overing numbers of the ellipsoid de�ned by the saling sequenes (orollary 6.5)and theorem 4.2. �28



Remark 6.10 The ondition in (6.2) is imposed simply to ensure that the \linear" partof every g 2 Gis ontained in the unit ball of the reproduing kernel Hilbert spae assoi-ated with K. This ould also be obtained by imposing a onvex onstraint, namely, thatPni=1 j�ij = 1. In that ase, every g =Pni=1 �iK(xi;�) satis�es that kgkHK � jKj.It is worthwhile to ompare our results with those obtained is [20℄. Firstly, note thatfor generalization estimates, the norm used in [20℄ in too strong, yielding poorer overingresults. Indeed, the authors were able to bound the entropy numbers of the saling op-erator A, hene, they provided an `2 overing numbers estimate on the ellipsoid 
 = E .When translated to overing numbers of the lass F on the domain 
, these are in fatL1(
) estimates. Indeed, if f is represented by zf 2 B(`2) and every x is represented byzx = Ay, then f(x) = 
zf ; Ay� = 
A�zf ; y�:Hene, the lass F may be viewed as a lass of linear funtionals ontained in E� =A��B(`2)� on a domain whih is B(`2). Let fx�1; :::; x�ng � E� be an "-over of E�. Thus,n � N�"=2; E�; `2�. If kx� � x�i k < ", then for every x 2 B(`2),jx�(x)� x�i (x)j � kx� � x�i k kxk < ":Therefore, for every " > 0N�"; F; L1(
)� � N�"2 ; E�; `2� = N�"2 ; E ; `2�:Our bounds are L2(�n) bounds, whih suÆe for the generalization results and are on-siderably smaller. For example, if the eigenvalues of the kernel have a polynomial deaywith exponent �(�+ 1), the overing numbers rate obtained in [20℄ is O("�2=� ) for every0 < � < �=2, while here we get (up to logarithmi fators) O("�2=(1+�)).When the deay rate is exponential, our bound is essentially the same as that in [20℄,sine in both ases the \dominant part" of the overing numbers is the \aÆne" part (the\+b") of the funtions, whih means that the overing numbers an not be better than
("�1). In our analysis there is an additional e�et, whih is due to some looseness in thebound on the overing numbers in terms of the fat-shattering dimension. On the otherhand, this byprodut has little inuene on the omplexity bounds, sine the dominantterm in the learning sample omplexity estimate will always be "�1.7 Conluding remarksThere are several points whih deserve loser attention and were not treated here. Firstly,there is the question of the rates of the generalization bounds. Though we believe thatthe learning sample omplexity estimates presented here are optimal with respet to the29



polynomial sale (i.e. O("�(1+p=2))), we have not proved it. Moreover, it is possible thatthere is some looseness in logarithmi fators in "�1. Of ourse, it is important to provideestimates on the onstants, an issue whih was ompletely ignored here.Seondly, we dealt with approximation in Lq for q � 2. It seems that our analysis doesnot extend to 1 < q < 2, sine the modulus of onvexity of Lq behaves di�erently for thesevalues of q.Finally, although we investigated the fat-shattering dimension of uniformly boundedfuntionals when onsidered as funtions on an ellipsoid in `2, the majority of the puzzleis still missing. We do not have a lear understanding of the onnetion between thegeometry of the spae X, the properties of the operator A and fat"�B(X�); A(B(X))�,where A : X ! X is a bounded operator. The only ase whih is fully understood is whenA = IX , in whih the fat-shattering dimension is determined by the type of X.
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A ConvexityIn this setion we present the de�nitions and preliminary results needed for the proofof lemma 3.3. All the de�nitions are standard and my be found in any basi textbookin funtional analysis, e.g., [10℄.De�nition A.1 Given A;B � X we say that a nonzero funtional x� 2 X� separatesA and B if infa2A x�(x) � supb2B x�(b).It is easy to see that x� separates A and B if and only if there is some � 2 R suhthat for every a 2 A and b 2 B , x�(b) � � � x�(a). In that ase, the hyperplaneH = �xjx�(x) = �	 separates A and B. We denote the losed \positive" halfspae�xjx�(x) � �	 by H+ and the \negative" one by H�. By the Hahn-Banah Theorem, ifA and B are losed, onvex and disjoint there is a hyperplane (equivalently, a funtional)whih separates A and B.De�nition A.2 Let A � X, we say that the hyperplane H supports A in a 2 A ifa 2 H and either A � H+ or A � H�.By the Hahn-Banah Theorem, if B � X is a ball then for every x 2 �B there is ahyperplane whih supports B in x. Equivalently, there is some x�, kx�k = 1 and � 2 Rsuh that x�(x) = � and for every y 2 B, x�(y) � �.Given a line V = �tx+(1�t)yjt 2 R	, we say it supports a ball B � X in z if z 2 V \Band V \ int(B) = ;. By the Hahn-Banah Theorem, if V supports B in z, there is ahyperplane whih ontains V and supports B in z.De�nition A.3 We say that a Banah spae X is smooth if for any x 2 X there is aunique funtional x� 2 X�, suh that kx�k = 1 and x�(x) = kxk.Thus, a Banah spae is smooth if and only if for every x suh that kxk = 1, there is aunique hyperplane whih supports the unit ball in x. It is possible to show [10℄ that forevery 1 < q <1, Lq is smooth.We shall be interested in the properties of the nearest point map onto a ompat onvexset in \nie" Banah spaes, whih is the subjet of the following lemma.Lemma A.4 Let X be a stritly onvex spae and let G � X be onvex and ompat.Then every x 2 X has a unique nearest point in G.33



Proof: Fix some x 2 X and set R = infg2G kg � xk. By the ompatness of G andthe fat that the norm is ontinuous, there is some g0 2 G for whih the in�mum isattained, i.e., R = kg0 � xk.To show uniqueness, assume that there is some other g 2 G for whih kg � xk = R.Sine G is onvex then g1 = (g + g0)=2 2 G. By the strit onvexity of the norm,kg1 � xk < R, whih is impossible. �Next, we turn to an important property of the nearest point map onto ompat onvexsets in stritly onvex, smooth spaes.Lemma A.5 Let X be a stritly onvex, smooth Banah spae and let G � X beompat and onvex. Let x 62 G and set y = PGx to be the nearest point to x in G. IfR = kx� yk then the hyperplane supporting the ball B = B(x;R) at y separates B andG.Proof: Clearly, we may assume that x = 0 and that R = 1. Therefore, if x� is thenormalized funtional whih supports B at y then for every x 2 B, x�(x) � 1. LetH = �xjx�(x) = 1	, set H� to be the open halfspae �xjx�(x) < 1	 and assume thatthere is some g 2 G suh that x�(g) < 1. Sine G is onvex then for every 0 � t < 1,ty+(1� t)g 2 G\H�. Moreover, sine y is the unique nearest point to 0 in G and sineX is stritly onvex, [g; y℄ \ B = fyg, otherwise there would have been some g1 2 Gsuh that kg1 � xk < 1. Hene, the line V = fty + (1 � t)gjt 2 Rg supports B in y.By the Hahn-Banah Theorem there is a hyperplane whih ontains V and supports Bin y. However, this hyperplane an not be H beause it ontains g. Thus, B was twodi�erent supporting hyperplanes at y, ontrary to the assumption that X is smooth.�In the following lemma, our goal is to be able to \guess" the loation of some g 2 Gbased on the its distane from T 62 G. The idea is that sine G is onvex and sine thenorm of X is both stritly onvex and smooth the intersetion of a ball entered at thetarget and G are ontained within a \slie" of a ball, i.e., the intersetion of a ball anda ertain halfspae. Formally, we laim the following:Lemma A.6 Let X be a stritly onvex, smooth Banah spae and let G � X beompat and onvex. For any T 62 G let PGT be the nearest point to T in G and setd = kT � PGTk. Let x� be the funtional supporting B(T; d) in PGT and put H+ =fxjx�(x) � d + x�(T )g. Then, every g 2 G, satis�es that g 2 B(T; dg) \ H+, wheredg = kf � Tk.The proof of this orollary is straightforward and is omitted.34



Finally, we arrive to the proof of the main laim. We shall estimate the diameter ofthe \slie" of G using the modulus of uniform onvexity of X. This was formulated aslemma 3.3 in the main text.Lemma A.7 Let X be a uniformly onvex, smooth Banah spae with a modulus ofonvexity ÆX and let G � X be ompat and onvex. If T 62 G and d = kT � PGTk thenfor every g 2 G, ÆX�kg � PGTkdg � � 1� ddg ;where dg = kT � gk.Proof: Clearly, we may assume that T = 0. Using the notation of lemma A.6,kg � PGTk � diam�B(T; dg) \H+�:Let ~z1; ~z2 2 �B(T; dg) \ H+�, put " = k ~z1 � ~z2k and set zi = ~zi=dg. Hene, kzik � 1,kz1 � z2k = "=dg and x�(zi) � d=dg. Thus,12 kz1 + z2k � 12x�(z1 + z2) � ddg :Hene, ddg � 12 kz1 + z2k � 1� ÆX� "dg�;and our laim follows. �
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